Grateful
I'm grateful
Grateful for who I am
Who I will become
Who has helped me become who I am today
What has created who types this poem today
I’m grateful for those qualities that shine like the Sun
Im grateful for those qualities that remain as hidden as a bug under a rock
I’m grateful for the events that have happened to me throughout the years
Leaving good and bad memories that every once in a while will bring tears as to how I've matured
I'm grateful.
I'm grateful for the qualities that I try to improve everyday
Even if no one notices
Those that judge first appearance see only another human being in society, they don't understand the
balance between struggles and achievements
You may not understand at first but once you acknowledge it you'll understand me
It's nothing to feel bad, we’re all humanWe’re not mind readers or personality detectors
We always judge beforehand, but we can change throughout time
I'm grateful for how people change once they understand what they only recognize just by a small glance
My qualities are never popped it in your faceThey won't pop out as soon as you understand me like a balloon overfilled with too much gas, seconds
away from popping but they'll slowly slip out
Like a balloon with a small hole
Deflating slowly without a worry
Close friends can understand
They've seen all sides reflections that we've seeked to show them
That's why they earn they're heading as best friend, one and only at timesYet some things can’t be shared
They remain covered from human eyes, that stare like a crowd in a aquarium
We cover up to inner conflicts, insecurities, fear of judgment, or unacceptance
I tend to rethink constantly that my qualities are like accessories everyone has
They Are not special, used and already considered before me
Struggling with the concept your never good enough
Everything you know should be known, you just not intelligent enough to know affects the mental state
I’m grateful I have the ability to slowly be able to remove this toxic thinking trait
Im grateful for the mind I was born with

Keeps me aware that Im not stupid
I am becoming who I am, I don't have to worry about what my qualities are
What best represents and what I can improve
I am grateful for who I am.

